Impairment of a cortical event-related desynchronisation during a bimanual load-lifting task in children with autistic disorder.
In autism, the abilities of communication are affected, associated with abnormalities of cognitive, sensorial and motor development. In a previous study based on a load-lifting task, we showed impairment of anticipation in children with autism as evidenced by kinematics and eletromyographic recordings [Neurosci. Lett. 348 (2003) 17]. In the present study, we assessed the cortical counterparts of the use of anticipatory postural adjustments in a group of control children and in a group of children with autism. The tasks required maintaining a stable forearm position despite imposed or voluntary lifting of an object placed either on the controlateral forearm or on a support. We investigated the differences between the two groups of children on the Event-Related Desynchronisation (ERD) which precedes movement onset in adults [Electroencephalogr. Clin. Neurophysiol. 46 (1979) 138]. Electroencephalogram (EEG) power evolution of a 6-8-Hz frequency band was averaged before and after imposed or voluntary movement onset. EEG reactivity of control and autistic children did not differ during the imposed unloading condition, but significant differences appeared in the voluntary unloading situations. Before lifting the object, control children showed an ERD above the left motor areas. An ERD also occurred above the right motor areas when the object was placed on their forearm. This indicates that the ERD can also translate the use of anticipatory postural adjustments. By contrast, children with autism did not show an ERD in the two voluntary situations. This suggests a central deficit of anticipation in both postural and motor control in children with autism.